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“We don’t accomplish anything in this world alone...
and whatever happens is the result of the whole tapestry
of one’s life and all the weavings of individual threads
from one to another that creates something.”

—The Honorable Sandra Day O’Connor
Mayor Kate Gallego is the second elected female Mayor in Phoenix history and the youngest big city Mayor in the United States. Before being elected to Phoenix City Council, Mayor Gallego worked on Economic Development for local utility company, Salt River Project. Mayor Gallego has focused on three key policy areas during her time in office: diversifying the economy, strengthening infrastructure investment, and working to make Phoenix a leader in sustainability. Her record of proven results includes leading the campaign to pass Phoenix’s citywide transportation plan through 2050, which was the largest local government commitment to transportation infrastructure in the country when it passed in 2015. She has led efforts on criminal justice reform and ensuring equal pay for equal work. Mayor Gallego is passionate about building a Phoenix that works for everyone and increasing the quality of life for all Phoenicians. She graduated from Harvard University and earned an MBA from the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania.

Justice Ann Timmer joined the Arizona Supreme Court in 2012. Before that, Justice Timmer practiced primarily commercial law in Phoenix and then served as a judge on the Arizona Court of Appeals from 2000 to 2012, acting three years as chief judge. She has participated in numerous efforts throughout the years to advance the legal profession and our justice system and has been recognized by many associations for those efforts. Most recently she was recognized as one of Arizona’s 48 Most Intriguing Women, named by the ABA Journal and ABA Center for Innovation as a “legal rebel” helping make positive changes in the judicial system, and honored as one of the Most Influential Women in Arizona Business for 2020. She currently chairs the Court’s Attorney Regulation Advisory Committee and the Commission on Technology, and she is a member of the National Conference of Bar Examiners Board of Trustees, the Board of Trustees of the Appellate Judges Education Institute, the American Law Institute, and the ABA’s Center for Innovation Governing Council. An ASU Law alumnus, she has remained active with the college, teaching one semester-long class and speaking to multiple classes and student organizations. Notably, the law journal bestowed its John Lancy Award on her in 2013, and the school honored her distinguished alumnus in 2015.
FALL GRADUATES
December 15, 2021

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER OF LAWS (LLM)

Soseh Axian
Martin Blank
Amber Hunter
Emily Gale Tooher
Brandy Jo Winchester

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER OF LEGAL STUDIES (MLS)

Natalie Abegesah
Priscilla Abugaber-Mercado
Vanessa Alcaraz
Jessenia Alcocer
Reela Nadir Ali
Jorge Antonio Alvarado
Catheryn Jeneane Avalos
Tyler Hall Baldwin
Kylie Leann Barber
Grace Jacqueline Bean
Courtney Lynne Blansfield
Kenneth Robert Bobertz
Jessica Lorraine Breeden
Michael Joseph Brockman Jr.
Chelsea Anne Bryant
Joshua Allen Butler
David Bert Canonic
Laura Jill Cantor
Max Coyle Cernigliaro
Alexis Montes Chamness
Donald Stuart Chappell
Mariela Guadalupe Chavez
Melanie Cheshaek
Nitish Chimalakonda
Robert Louis Compton
Leah Rose Cooper
Ian Robert Sullivan Day
Kyle Curtis De Berry

Linnea Michele Deeds
Jessica Nicole Dietzen
Derek Randel Duba
Danielle Devette Dugger
Charles Edmund Erickson
Jennifer Ann Fasbinder
Esperanza Flores
Elizabeth Ureno Frank
Patrick James Franke
Thomas A. Frederick
Brian Gerstmann
Cassandra Michelle Gibbs
Nathaniel Michael Graham
Tarra Leigh Graves
Tracy Lynae Hanline
Glennel Louis Hardy
Victoria Rose Hart
Veronica Gilmore Hawkes
Angelika Henderson
Shelby Meadows Hensley
Emily Kristine Hickey
Christina Aletheia Hobson
Nicole Renee Hudson
Carmen Michele Hurst
Cecelia Jackson
Enida Kapidani
Kevin B. Kas
Andrew Joseph Kirkman
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER OF SPORTS LAW AND BUSINESS (MSLB)

Nicole Lynne Andreae
Trevor Alan Brendlin
Tony Choe
Parkar Wafr Farris
Brian Faussette
Sydney Anna Hurley
Izabella Jade
Ryan William Kostecki

Zoe Lamb
Tanner Benjamin Lipson
Allison Marie McFarling
Erin Riggs Oliphant
Michael C. Parker
Lucy Reed
Janae D. Reeves
Jiyuan Allen Xie

CANDIDATES FOR JURIS DOCTOR (JD)

Patrick Thomas Archer
Chance M. Berndt
Madison N. Budinich
Stephen Joseph Calderón
Evelyn Deanna Duenas
Abbey Rose Hawthorne
Casey Helton

Enrico Robert Lage
Brandon Macken
Matthew C. Maler
Dylan Chace Mileusnich
Spencer C. Morgan
Michael C. Parker
Michael A. Piccone
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER OF LEGAL STUDIES (MLS)

Abdulaziz Fahad F. Almutairi
Sondra Jasmine Ballegeer
Estevan Carlos Beltran
Ryan Book
Dennis Carroll
Amy Crosby
Sara T. Diamond
Tina Lynelle DiGregorio
Anthony James Donatella
Alyson Evans
Noelle Christine Ewing-Carter
Phillip James Gremaud
Shaunda N. Harrington
Jasemen Evette Hatcher
Todd Christopher Headrick
Zachariah David Heller
Tanya L. Hernandez
Kayla Rose Hollingsworth
Régine Zhané Howard
Cassandra Tremael King
Melissa Ann Kroninger
Jovana Kuvac
Ariana Lester
Lynne A. Martinez
Roseondo Mendez Jr.
Wesley Eugene Myrick
Doreen Nakigudde
Chardonnae Newton
Ksenia Ochap
Christopher Logan O’Neill
Charles Nicholas Pavelec
Jacinta C. Princivil
Kate Robles
Zulai Yanil Rodriguez
Irma Natividad Sampedro-Perez
Hannah Elizabeth Schadey
Danielle Rose Scherman
Lina Shallhoob
Kalene Jeanee Simpson
Travis Scott Smith
Beth A. Steele
Jaqueline B. Sumpter
Brendan Tracy
Chase Van Sant
Matthew Woods
Monica Maria Ybarra

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER OF SPORTS LAW AND BUSINESS (MSLB)

Amber Noelle Bouie
Ryan Kristopher Brownlow
Lauren Elyse Chiangpradit
Ryan Patrick Diluchio
Anthony Joseph Gonnella
Brendan Thomas Herrfeldt
Alyssa Lynne Hudler
Andrew Jared Lipin
Lauren Mackenzie Loucks
Jeffrey Molino
Alyssa Marie Rodarte
Haille Rose Saal-Khalili
James Sanchez II
Mackenzie Reece Tole
CANDIDATE FOR THE CONCURRENT JURIS DOCTOR (JD) AND MASTER OF SPORTS LAW AND BUSINESS (MSLB)

Michael Parker

CANDIDATE FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN LAW, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Madison Budinich

PRO BONO DISTINCTION

*Highest Pro Bono Distinction*

*Awarded to students who contributed 150 or more hours of pro bono service while attending law school.*

Stephen Joseph Calderón
Evelyn Deanna Duenas
Matthew C. Maler